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ABSTRACT
The Calling Context Tree (CCT) is a prevailing datastructure for
calling context profiling. As generating a complete CCT reflecting
every method call is expensive, recent research has focused on ef-
ficiently approximating the CCT with sampling techniques. How-
ever, for tasks such as debugging, testing, and reverse engineering,
complete and accurate CCTs are often needed. In this paper, we in-
troduce the ParCCT, a novel approach to parallelizing application
code and CCT generation on multicores. Each thread maintains a
shadow stack and generates “packets” of method calls and returns
that correspond to partial CCTs. Each packet includes a copy of the
shadow stack, indicating the calling context of the first method call
in the packet. Hence, packets are independent of each other and
can be processed out-of-order and in parallel in order to update the
CCT. Our portable and extensible implementation targets standard
Java Virtual Machines, thanks to instrumentation techniques that
ensure complete bytecode coverage and efficiently support custom
calling context representations. The ParCCT is more than 110%
faster than a primitive, non-parallel approach to CCT construction,
when more than two cores are available. This speedup stems both
from reduced contention and from parallelization.

Keywords
Calling context profiling, Calling Context Tree, concurrency, mul-
ticores, aspect-oriented programming, bytecode instrumentation,
Java Virtual Machine

1. INTRODUCTION
Calling context profiling helps analyse the dynamic inter-

procedural control flow of applications. It is particularly important
for understanding and optimizing object-oriented software, where
polymorphism and dynamic binding hinder static analyses.

The Calling Context Tree (CCT) [2] is a prevailing datastructure
for calling context profiling. It provides dynamic metrics, such as
the number of method invocations, for each calling context. There
is a large body of related work dealing with different techniques to
generate CCTs [2, 4, 23, 19, 24, 9], highlighting the importance
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of the CCT for calling context profiling. By distinguishing dy-
namic metrics for each distinct calling context, the CCT provides
detailed information on dynamic program behavior that is needed
in many different application areas, including profiling, debugging,
testing, or reverse engineering. The CCT can also support appli-
cations where detailed calling context information is not required,
since various aggregated metrics and statistics can be computed in
a flexible way by traversing the CCT.

Generating complete CCTs reflecting every method call is very
expensive, as stressed in [24, 9], and much related work on call-
ing context profiling has focused on efficiently approximating the
CCT with sampling techniques [4, 23, 24]. In general, sampling
techniques yield partial CCTs that can be incomplete (i.e., missing
some executed calling contexts) and may also suffer from inaccu-
racies (e.g., errors in estimates of some metrics).

While sampling is a reasonable choice in the case of profiling to
locate hotspots, complete and accurate CCTs are often needed for
program understanding or for tasks such as debugging, testing, and
reverse engineering. For instance, in order to correctly understand
the dynamic behavior of a program, it may be necessary to know
all calling contexts where a particular method is invoked; that is, an
incomplete CCT could be misleading. As another example, if the
user wants to collect the set of all receiver runtime types of callees
for each calling context, any inaccuracies in that metric may not be
acceptable.

In this paper, we focus on constructing a complete and accurate
CCT representing the overall program execution. Our approach
is based on a generic, complete, and accurate calling context repre-
sentation. It is generic, since it can be customized to provide calling
context information in different forms, such as the shadow stack [5]
or the CCT [2]. It is complete, because it covers all method invoca-
tions (after the virtual machine has completed bootstrapping), in-
cluding native methods and methods in the Java class library. It is
accurate, as it correctly represents caller/callee relations and pre-
serves the calling context across native code execution.

In order to speed up CCT construction on multicores, we in-
troduce the ParCCT, a novel approach to parallelized CCT con-
struction that relies on a dedicated calling context representation,
consisting of a shadow stack and a “packet” of method calls and
returns. Each thread owns a separate shadow stack and produces
packets. Each packet has fixed size and stores a fragment of the his-
tory of method calls and returns performed by the owning thread.
When a packet is full, the owning thread passes it to a CCT man-
ager component that is responsible for updating the CCT according
to the method calls logged in the packet. Because each packet also
includes a copy of the shadow stack indicating the calling context
of the first method call in the packet, packets are self-contained and
the CCT manager can therefore process them in parallel and possi-
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bly out-of-order. Independently of the order in which packets are
processed, the resulting CCTs are equivalent.

We present a portable and extensible Java implementation of the
ParCCT, targeting standard, state-of-the-art Java Virtual Machines
(JVMs). The implementation uses a composition of different in-
strumentations, which address the following issues: (1) bootstrap-
ping with an instrumented Java class library, (2) efficient access to
a customizable calling context representation, and (3) support for
high-level specifications of instrumentations using aspect-oriented
programming [13]. The instrumentation part of our implementa-
tion can be regarded as a generalization of existing aspect weaving
technology, enabling aspects with full method coverage that can ef-
ficiently access a user-defined, complete, and accurate calling con-
text representation. The use of aspect-oriented programming re-
sults in a compact ParCCT implementation that can be easily mod-
ified and extended, such as for collecting additional metrics. Our
implementation relies on the MAJOR1 tool, which comprises the
FERRARI instrumentation framework [6], a FERRARI adaptor for
the AspectJ weaver [21], and an efficient shadow stack for aspect-
oriented programming [22].

The scientific contributions of this paper are threefold:
1. We introduce the ParCCT, a novel approach to parallelized

calling context profiling in virtual execution environments, which
can significantly reduce the overhead of CCT construction on mul-
ticores.

2. We present a portable and extensible Java implementation of
the ParCCT, which yields complete and accurate CCTs and is com-
patible with standard JVMs. Our implementation techniques recon-
cile complete method coverage, an efficient and customizable call-
ing context representation, and a high-level programming model
using aspects.

3. We thoroughly evaluate our Java implementation with the Da-
Capo benchmark suite [8]. The ParCCT is more than 110% faster
than a primitive, non-parallel approach to CCT construction, when
more than two cores are available. Our evaluation shows that the
speedup stems both from reduced contention and from paralleliza-
tion.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the gen-
eral concepts underlying the ParCCT. Section 3 presents our Par-
CCT implementation for standard JVMs. Section 4 provides a de-
tailed performance evaluation of the ParCCT. Section 5 discusses
related work, and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. CONCEPTS
In this section, we explain the general concepts of the ParCCT,

independently from a particular virtual machine. Section 2.1 intro-
duces our generic calling context representation, which we config-
ure in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 to support different concrete repre-
sentations. Section 2.2 illustrates a shadow stack, which provides
access to the current calling context, but does not create any CCT.
The shadow stack, which can be maintained rather efficiently, plays
an important role in the ParCCT. Moreover, in our performance
evaluation, the overhead caused by the shadow stack gives a lower
bound for the overhead due to parallelized calling context profiling.
Section 2.3 shows an adaptation of the shadow stack to maintain the
CCT position of each method on the call stack. Each method invo-
cation is registered in the CCT by the calling thread. Keeping the
current position in the CCT is a common approach, which however
causes high overhead. The ParCCT, detailed in Section 2.4, aims at
significantly reducing this overhead.

1http://www.inf.unisi.ch/projects/ferrari/

public class SS {
public static void onEntry(MID[] ctxt, int depth, MID callee) {

ctxt[depth] = callee;
}
public static void onReturn(MID[] ctxt, int depth) {

ctxt[depth] = null;
}
public static void onHandler(MID[] ctxt, int depth) {

for (int i = depth+1; ctxt[i] != null; ++i) ctxt[i] = null;
}
...

}

Figure 1: Shadow stack (pseudo-code)

2.1 Generic Calling Context Representation
Each method2 is represented by an instance of type MID

(method ID), uniquely identifying a method in the system; i.e., a
MID instance conveys class name, method name, and method sig-
nature. The same method is always represented by the same MID
instance.

We represent a calling context by a pair <ctxt, depth>, where
ctxt is of any user-defined reference type Context, and depth is an
integer value. ctxt stores some information on invoked methods,
while depth indicates the depth of the current calling context. Each
thread maintains a separate calling context representation, which is
thread-confined.

Each invoked method m has access to the current thread’s
<ctxt, depth> pair. The reference ctxt is always the same for the
lifetime of a thread, whereas depth in a callee method is one bigger
than in the corresponding caller.

The Context instance referenced by ctxt may be updated on
method entry, on method return, and in the beginning of each ex-
ception handler by the user-defined static3 methods
onEntry(Context ctxt, int depth, MID callee),
onReturn(Context ctxt, int depth), and
onHandler(Context ctxt, int depth),

where depth corresponds to the method being invoked, to the
method that is returning, respectively to the method defining the
exception handler.

2.2 Shadow Stack (SS)
A common calling context representation is the shadow stack [5,

22], which can be easily mapped to our generic calling context rep-
resentation, as illustrated in Figure 1. We assume that depth starts
with the value zero for the first invoked method to be represented on
the shadow stack. Context is an array of MID instances (we assume
the array to be big enough to be never full); ctxt[depth] identifies
the currently executing method. For depth > 0, ctxt[i − 1] iden-
tifies the caller of ctxt[i] (1 ≤ i ≤ depth), and ctxt[ j] is null for
all valid array indices j > depth. Note that the depth value of the
next callee method is the array index k such that ctxt[k]=null and
ctxt[l] �=null for all 0 ≤ l < k. Hence, in case the current value of
depth is not known, it can be computed by a binary search on ctxt.
We will see the importance of this property in Section 3.2.

2.3 Shadow Stack for CCT Construction
(SS-CCT)

Our goal is to generate a complete CCT representing the overall
program execution. In a multithreaded environment, there are two

2In this paper, “method” stands for “method or constructor”, unless
we explicitly distinguish between methods and constructors.
3Requiring Context to implement an interface would be more ele-
gant, but prevent Context from being an array type in a language
like Java.
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public interface CCTNode {
CCTNode profileCall(MID callee);
...

}

public class SS_CCT {
public static void onEntry(CCTNode[] ctxt, int depth,

MID callee) {
ctxt[depth] = ctxt[depth-1].profileCall(callee);

}
public static void onReturn(CCTNode[] ctxt, int depth) {

ctxt[depth] = null;
}
public static void onHandler(CCTNode[] ctxt, int depth) {

for (int i = depth+1; ctxt[i] != null; ++i) ctxt[i] = null;
}
...

}

Figure 2: CCT construction on a shadow stack (pseudo-code)

options: Each thread may create a separate, thread-confined CCT,
and the per-thread CCTs may be integrated after termination of the
corresponding threads. Alternatively, the CCT under construction
may be shared between all threads, and access to the CCT has to
be thread-safe. While the first approach enables efficient access to
the thread-local CCTs, it can result in high memory consumption,
if several concurrent threads execute the same code, resulting in
replicated CCT structures, such as in the case of thread pools used
in task execution frameworks. Therefore, we chose the second op-
tion, a single, shared, thread-safe CCT.

Thread-safety of a shared CCT can be achieved in different ways.
Synchronizing every access to the CCT is too expensive. Hence, we
rely on a non-blocking datastructure using atomic Compare-And-
Swap (CAS) instructions. Each CCT node stores a reference to the
corresponding MID instance, an invocation counter, and a reference
to callee nodes. The callees of the same caller node in the CCT (i.e.,
siblings) are stored in a binary search tree, using the identities of
the nodes’ MID instances as keys and their identity hash codes for
left respectively right navigation in the search tree. Although the
binary search tree of sibling nodes is not balanced, the usage of
the identity hash codes makes a degeneration into a list structure
unlikely. When registering an invocation of a callee method, the
binary tree of callees is searched for a node with the correspond-
ing MID instance. If such a node is found, its invocation counter
is incremented using CAS. Otherwise, a new node is inserted in
the binary search tree using CAS; if CAS fails, the search contin-
ues with the node that has been concurrently inserted by another
thread. We assume that nodes in the CCT implement the CCTNode
interface shown in Figure 2. The method profileCall(MID)

registers an invocation to a callee method and returns the CCT node
corresponding to the callee.

The generic calling context representation introduced in Sec-
tion 2.1 simplifies CCT construction. As illustrated in Figure 2,
a shared CCT can be constructed by threads keeping references
to CCT nodes on their respective shadow stacks. In contrast to
the shadow stack presented in the previous subsection, we assume
that depth starts with the value one for the first invoked method.
Context is an array of CCTNode instances, and ctxt[0] refers to the
shared CCT root for all threads. ctxt[i−1] refers to the CCT node
representing the caller of ctxt[i] (1 ≤ i ≤ depth).

2.4 Parallelized CCT Construction (ParCCT)
In order to reduce the overhead of calling context profiling, the

ParCCT parallelizes application code and CCT construction (see
Figure 3). Each thread maintains a calling context representation
that does not require access to the shared CCT upon update, but

Queue
Packet

CCT Manager Application and
System Threads

Shared CCT

Thread Pool

Partial CCTs

Shadow Stack

Packet

Figure 3: ParCCT overview; program threads produce packets
of method calls and returns, which are consumed by dedicated
threads in the CCT manager so as to update the shared CCT

preserves enough information to perform the corresponding CCT
updates in parallel. To this end, each thread produces “packets” of
method calls and returns. When a packet is full, it is passed to the
“CCT manager” through a queue. The CCT manager has a thread
pool to process incoming packets and to update the CCT. In order
to enable parallel and possibly out-of-order processing of packets,
the packets must be self-contained and independent of each other.
Each packet corresponds to a partial CCT, and the integration of
these partial CCTs into the shared CCT must be a commutative and
associative operation.

Regarding the calling context representation, Context is an in-
stance of type TC (thread context) illustrated in Figure 4. The state
of a TC instance includes a shadow stack (stack), a “packet” of
method calls and returns (packet), and an index indicating the next
free entry in the packet (nextFree). The shadow stack is updated
exactly in the same way as discussed in Section 2.2.

Figure 5 illustrates the format of a packet. It consists of a header
and a sequence of method calls and returns. The header corre-
sponds to the calling context of the first method call in the packet. It
can be regarded as routing information that describes a path in the
shared CCT, starting from the root. The header ends with a null

value. In the following sequence, method calls are represented by
the corresponding MID instances, whereas returns are simply indi-
cated by null values. Since returns at the end of a packet have no
effect on the partial CCT corresponding to the packet, we allow the
nextFree index to exceed the packet size.

Figure 4 specifies how the packet is updated upon method entry,
return, and in the beginning of exception handlers. On method en-
try, the MID instance of the callee method has to be appended to
the packet. Hence, if the current packet is full, it is submitted4 to
the CCT manager (CCTManager.submitPacket(MID[])). Af-
terwards, a new packet is created, where the header is a copy of
the current shadow stack. On method return and in the beginning
of exception handlers, the nextFree index is simply incremented,
creating null entries in the packet.

4As a means of memory control, packet submission may block the
packet producer, if there are already too many packets in the queue.
This mechanism ensures that the CCT manager is not overwhelmed
with packets.
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public class TC { // thread context
// shadow stack
public static final int STACK_SIZE = 10000;
public final MID [] stack = new MID [STACK_SIZE];

// current packet
public static final int PACKET_SIZE = 40000;
public MID[] packet = new MID [PACKET_SIZE];
public int nextFree = 1; // next free entry in packet

}

public class ParCCT {
public static void onEntry(TC ctxt, int depth, MID callee) {

if (ctxt.nextFree >= PACKET_SIZE) { // current packet full
CCTManager.submitPacket(ctxt.packet);
ctxt.packet = new MID[PACKET_SIZE];
for (int i = 0; i < depth; ++i) // create packet header

ctxt.packet[i] = ctxt.stack[i];
ctxt.nextFree = depth + 1;

}
ctxt.stack[depth] = callee;
ctxt.packet[ctxt.nextFree++] = callee;

}
public static void onReturn(TC ctxt, int depth) {

ctxt.stack[depth] = null; ++ctxt.nextFree;
}
public static void onHandler(TC ctxt, int depth) {

for (int i = depth + 1; ctxt[i] != null; ++i) {
ctxt[i] = null; ++ctxt.nextFree;

}
}
...

}

Figure 4: Parallelized CCT creation (pseudo-code)

nullHeader separator (         )Entries (         )

  exceeding the Packet size

Packet header

nextFree

bdca

nextFree

nullMIDs

Figure 5: Packet visualization

When a thread terminates, its last packet is usually incomplete
and has not been submitted to the CCT manager. We address this
issue by registering each thread upon creation in the CCT manager.
The CCT manager is responsible for detecting thread termination
(e.g., by periodically polling the thread state), to collect the last
packet from the TC instance of a terminated thread, and to put it
into the queue. To this end, we require a memory model where a
thread X is guaranteed to see the effects of all assignments made
by another thread Y , after thread X has detected the termination of
thread Y . In the case of Java, the Java memory model gives us this
guarantee [11, 15].

Each thread in the CCT manager’s thread pool repeatedly takes a
packet from the queue and integrates the corresponding partial CCT
into the shared CCT. The thread first creates a thread-local, par-
tial CCT representing the method calls in the packet. Afterwards,
the partial CCT is integrated into the shared CCT using a recur-
sive method. This approach helps reduce the number of accesses
to nodes in the shared CCT5, because packets frequently include
repetitive call patterns (e.g., methods invoked in a loop). Instead
of accessing the shared CCT upon each method call, we need to

5Although the shared CCT is a non-blocking datastructure, it does
not perform as well as a thread-local CCT.

b

  b();

  c();

  b();

  d();

}

d() {

  e();

  b();

}

b() { }

e() { }

c() { d(); }

Calling Context TreeCode Sample

1

a

b

2 1 1

1 1 1

1 1

c d

d e b

e

a() {

Figure 6: Sample code and CCT for one invocation of method
a()

access it only once for a series of accumulated method calls. Al-
though this approach creates many short-lived objects and therefore
incurs some extra allocation and garbage collection overheads, in
our measurement environment it outperformed a simpler approach,
where the shared CCT was updated upon each processed method
call.

The CCT manager provides a consistent view of the CCT to
clients, which may traverse the shared CCT with the guarantee that
the CCT does not change during the traversal. The CCT manager
(invoked by a client thread) first enqueues the final packets of all
terminated threads. Afterwards, it ensures that the threads in the
pool process all pending packets and afterwards block while the
CCT is being accessed by client code. To this end, the CCT man-
ager implements a synchronization mechanism using a cyclic bar-
rier B initialized to the value n+1, where n is the number of threads
in the pool, and a semaphore S with the initial value zero. The
CCT manager enqueues n special packets and afterwards waits on
B. When a threads in the pool takes a special packet from the queue,
it first waits on B and afterwards acquires a permit on S. When the
CCT manager returns from waiting on B, all packets, which were
submitted before the special packets, have been processed and inte-
grated into the shared CCT. Moreover, all n threads in the pool are
blocked on S. After performing the given CCT traversal, the CCT
manager releases n permits on S, hence unblocking the threads in
the pool such that they can continue processing incoming packets.

Figure 7 illustrates the production of packets for the sample code
shown in Figure 6. We assume that a single thread invokes method
a() once. The packet size is seven in this example. In total, four
packets are created. The first three packets are submitted by the ex-
ecuting thread when they are full. The last packet, which is full but
has not yet been submitted, will be submitted upon the next method
invocation, respectively collected by the CCT manager upon termi-
nation of the thread. The partial CCTs corresponding to the four
packets are illustrated in Figure 8. Integrating these four CCTs in
any order results in the CCT shown in Figure 6.

Note that the packet format can be extended to support also other
events than method call and return. For example, in order to profile
object allocation, the packet can be an object array and store a class
reference for each allocated object (in addition to the MID instances
upon method invocation).
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return a( )

return d( )

return b( )

invoke b( )

create P4

P3 full, submit P3

invoke b( )

invoke e( )

return e( )

invoke d( )

invoke c( )

return b( )
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Initial state

invoke a( )
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return b( )

invoke d( )

invoke e( )

return e( )

Figure 7: Evolution of the thread context (shadow stack and
call packet) upon each method call and return, executing an
invocation of method a() in Figure 6

3. IMPLEMENTATION FOR THE JVM
In this section we describe our Java implementation of the Par-

CCT, which is based on portable bytecode instrumentation tech-

niques. Section 3.1 explains how to ensure that all executing meth-
ods are covered by the instrumentation and therefore represented in
the resulting CCT. Section 3.2 details how the calling context rep-
resentation is made accessible in each method. In Section 3.3 we
show that aspects [13] allow a compact, high-level specification of
the required instrumentation. They allow intercepting method en-
try, method return, and the beginning of exception handlers. More-
over, they can provide unique method identifiers. Our implementa-
tion composes several instrumentations: aspect weaving, provision
of complete calling context, and support for bootstrapping with an
instrumented Java class library.

3.1 Instrumentation with Complete Method
Coverage

The ParCCT ensures completeness and accuracy of the CCT.
Regarding completeness, we require that the CCT reflects the

invocations of all methods defined or declared in any loaded Java
class file, after an initial JVM bootstrapping phase. This definition
includes the methods in the Java class library, in vendor-specific
Java classes of the runtime system, and in application classes,
which may be dynamically downloaded or generated. Moreover, it
includes native methods. Our definition allows that an initial JVM
bootstrapping phase is not represented in the generated CCT. How-
ever, this bootstrapping phase must end before the first method in
the application (main(String[])) is invoked. Hence, the com-
plete execution of the application is guaranteed to be represented in
the CCT.

Concerning accuracy, we require that caller/callee relations are
correctly representing in the CCT, including transitions between
bytecode and native code. For example, if method m invokes a
native method n, and the native code executed by n calls another
method o through the Java Native Interface (JNI), then in the CCT
o is represented as a child of n, which in turn is represented as a
child of m. As another example, consider that during execution
of method p the JVM needs to load a class used by p and that
the thread executing p is used for class loading. In this case, the
invoked method of the class loader shall be represented as a child
of p in the CCT.

In order to ensure completeness of the CCT, we rely on two tech-
niques: First, native method prefixing6, a feature of the JVM Tool
Interface (JVMTI) [20] that allows wrapping native methods with
bytecode bodies, which are amenable to bytecode instrumentation.
Second, instrumentation with complete bytecode coverage, which
enables instrumentation of all classes loaded in a JVM. The FER-
RARI framework presented in prior work [6] serves this purpose.
These two techniques together enable custom instrumentations to
be applied to all methods executing in a JVM.

FERRARI [6] consists of a static instrumentation tool and a run-
time instrumentation agent. These tools support custom instru-
mentation modules (UDIs) that perform user-defined instrumen-
tations. After an initial step of native method prefixing, FER-
RARI passes the class bytes to the UDI and receives back the
UDI-instrumented class bytes. FERRARI’s static tool allows in-
strumenting the Java class library. Application classes are instru-
mented at load-time by FERRARI’s agent. The agent is based on
the java.lang.instrument package.

6Native methods are renamed by prepending a prefix that is an-
nounced to the JVM. When linking native code libraries, the JVM
is able to match method names declared with the prefix with un-
changed method names in native code libraries. For each renamed
native method, a bytecode method with the original name and sig-
nature is added, which invokes the corresponding renamed native
method.
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Figure 8: Partial CCTs corresponding to the four packets produced in Figure 7; their integration results in the CCT depicted in
Figure 6

FERRARI offers generic mechanisms to ensure complete instru-
mentation coverage. It ensures that UDI-inserted code is not ex-
ecuted before the JVM has completed bootstrapping and provides
support for temporarily bypassing the execution of UDI-inserted
code for each thread, using a thread-local flag. FERRARI uses code
duplication within method bodies so as to branch to the original
bytecode during bootstrapping and while a thread must not execute
UDI-inserted code. The latter is the case, e.g., during load-time in-
strumentation or when UDI-inserted code invokes methods of the
instrumented Java class library. For details, we refer to [6].

3.2 Passing the Calling Context as Extra Ar-
guments

We developed a FERRARI UDI, called CC-UDI, in order to
make the generic calling context representation <ctxt, depth> ac-
cessible in each method. Because for each thread, ctxt refers to
the same Context instance in each method, ctxt can be stored in a
thread-local variable. The value of depth in a callee is always one
bigger than in the caller. Keeping depth in a thread-local variable
would be inefficient, since it would require updating that variable
upon method invocation and upon (normal and abnormal) method
completion.

The instrumentation made by the CC-UDI avoids access to any
thread-local variable in the common case. Conceptually, it extends
the signature of all methods so as to pass the <ctxt, depth> pair as
two extra arguments from the caller to the callee. That is, in each
method, ctxt and depth are accessible in JVM local variables. Since
the integer depth is passed by value, each method has its own copy
of depth. The caller passes the callee’s depth value upon invocation.
Each method increments the received depth value in the beginning;
the incremented value will be passed to callees.

In order to ensure compatibility with native code, which may
call back into bytecode (e.g., through the JNI, or through some
low-level, VM-specific mechanisms such as in the case of class
loading) and which is not aware of the introduced extra arguments,
and in order to enable method invocation through the reflection
API without passing the extra arguments, it is necessary to provide
also methods with the original signatures. That is, conceptually,
all methods are overloaded with versions that take the extra argu-
ments. The methods with the original signatures first obtain the
ctxt instance for the current thread and compute the correct depth
value, before calling the corresponding methods with the extra ar-
guments. Therefore, it is essential that the calling context represen-
tation in ctxt conveys enough information to infer the depth value
of the next callee. For the three calling context representations in
Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, that value can be computed by a binary
search on the shadow stack, finding the smallest index i such that

public class ParCCT {
...
private static final ThreadLocal<TC> context =

new ThreadLocal<TC>() {
protected TC initialValue() { return new TC(); }

};

public static TC getContext() { return context.get(); }
public static int getDepth(TC tc) {

MID[] stack = tc.stack;
int min = 0; int max = stack.length - 1;
assert stack[max] == null; // stack is never full
while (min < max) { // binary search
int middle = (min + max) / 2;
if (stack[middle] == null) max = middle;
else min = middle + 1;

}
return min;

}
}

Figure 9: Methods getContext() and getDepth(Context) for the
ParCCT (pseudo-code; continuation of Figure 4)

the shadow stack entry at index i is null. The user of the CC-UDI
has to provide the two static methods ‘Context getContext()’ and
‘int getDepth(Context)’ to provide the current thread’s Context
instance, respectively to compute the current depth value. Imple-
mentations of these methods for the ParCCT are given in Figure 9.

There are some limitations regarding method overloading in the
Java class library related to stack introspection. We refer to [17] for
details.

3.3 Aspects for Specifying Instrumentations
In this subsection we explain how the MID instances are

generated and how the user-defined methods onEntry(...),
onReturn(...), and onHandler(...) are invoked for updating
the calling context representation.

In order to avoid implementing the necessary instrumentation
using a low-level bytecode engineering library, we leverage the
AJ-UDI [21] – a FERRARI UDI for aspect weaving – and express
the needed instrumentation as an aspect.7 The AJ-UDI integrates
the AspectJ [12] weaver with FERRARI such that aspects can be
woven also into the Java class library, which is not supported by
prevailing aspect weaving tools. Using aspect-oriented program-
ming [13] for the specification of instrumentations has several ad-

7Brief, aspects specify “join points” (i.e., points in the execution of
a program) that are intercepted so as to invoke an “advice” (i.e., a
method) before or after each join point. The advice has access to
some context of the join point, such as information on the method
executing the intercepted join point.
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public aspect ParCCTAspect {
// marker methods (never invoked)
private static TC thisContext() {

throw new UnsupportedOperationException();
}
private static int thisDepth() {

throw new UnsupportedOperationException();
}

pointcut allExecsNews() :
(execution(* *(..)) || execution(*.new(..))) &&
!within(ParCCTAspect);

pointcut allExecsPreinits() :
(execution(* *(..)) || preinitialization(*.new(..))) &&
!within(ParCCTAspect);

before() : allExecsPreinits() {
ParCCT.onEntry(thisContext(), thisDepth(),

thisJoinPointStaticPart);
}
after() returning() : allExecsNews() {

ParCCT.onReturn(thisContext(), thisDepth());
}
before(Throwable e) : handler(*) && args(e) {

ParCCT.onHandler(thisContext(), thisDepth());
}
...

}

Figure 10: Simplified aspect for the ParCCT

vantages, such as rapid development, concise source code, as well
as ease of extension and customization.

AspectJ provides some static information for each
join point, represented as an instance of the type Join-

Point.StaticPart. It is accessed through the special
variable thisJoinPointStaticPart. Amongst others,
JoinPoint.StaticPart instances convey all necessary in-
formation for identifying methods. Consequently, the type
MID in our former pseudo-code is to be replaced with the type
JoinPoint.StaticPart in our implementation.

As AspectJ provides only very limited access to calling context
information, we need to compose the instrumentation performed
by the AJ-UDI with the CC-UDI instrumentation presented in the
previous subsection. First, the aspect is woven using the AJ-UDI,
and afterwards the CC-UDI is applied to pass the calling context
representation to all overloadable methods. The compiled aspect
itself is not instrumented by FERRARI, but the invocations of the
advice methods in the Java class library and in the application code
are updated so as to pass the extra arguments. To make this work,
the compiled aspect is specially transformed such that the advice
methods receive the extra arguments. Furthermore, in the body of
the advice methods, invocations of the static methods thisCon-

text() and thisDepth() are replaced with bytecodes that load
the respective extra argument from the JVM local variable in which
it has been passed by the caller. In the case of thisDepth(), the
returned integer value is decremented, since it shall reflect the depth
value of the instrumented caller (and not the depth of the invoked
advice method). The methods thisContext() and thisDepth()

are just “marker” methods, their invocations in advice methods are
always substituted and the two methods are never invoked at run-
time.

Figure 10 illustrates our aspect for the ParCCT. The two marker
methods throw UnsupportedOperationException to stress that
their invocations must be substituted by the aspect transforma-
tion tool. The aspect includes three advices, which are invoked
upon method entry, method return, and in the beginning of each
exception handler. The before(): allExecsPreinits() ad-
vice intercepts the beginning of each method and constructor.8

8We use the preinitialization declaration to intercept the be-

The after() returning(): allExecsNews() advice inter-
cepts return bytecodes in methods and in constructors. The last
advice intercepts the beginning of exception handlers. The aspect
is not only very compact, it can be also easily extended. For ex-
ample, we could intercept and profile object allocation; in the case
of the ParCCT, this would require extending the packet format ac-
cordingly.

4. EVALUATION
In this section we throughly evaluate the ParCCT, comparing it

with non-parallel approaches to CCT construction. We explore the
impact of the packet size on performance and study the perfor-
mance of the ParCCT using a varying number of processor cores.
In addition, we provide some statistics of the generated CCTs.

We use the DaCapo9 benchmark suite [8] (dacapo-2006-10-
MR2) with default workload size. Our measurement environment
is a 16-core machine (Sun Fire X4450 Server, 4 quad-core In-
tel Xeon CPUs, 2.4 GHz, 16 GB RAM) running CentOS En-
terprise Linux 5.3. To avoid perturbations due to dynamic fre-
quency scaling, we disabled the Enhanced SpeedStep Technol-
ogy10 of the processors. We present measurements made with the
Sun JDK 1.6.0_13 Hotspot 64 bit Server VM with 4 GB minimum
heap size, 14 GB maximum heap size, and default garbage collec-
tion. To weave the aspects, we use MAJOR11 version 0.5 with As-
pectJ12 version 1.6.2. The MAJOR release includes FERRARI [6],
the AJ-UDI [21], and the CC-UDI [22]. All our measurements
present the median of 15 runs within the same JVM process in or-
der to attenuate the perturbations due to compilation and load-time
instrumentation. Concerning the ParCCT, the CCT manager uses a
pool of 16 threads for processing incoming packets.

Since the ParCCT is constructed in parallel with program exe-
cution, it is possible that an application completes before the CCT
is ready. Hence, before the ending time is taken, we ensure that all
pending packets and the final packets of all terminated threads have
been processed. To this end, we extended the benchmark harness
to invoke a pluggable measurement interceptor in each run before
the ending time is taken.

In the ParCCT, the packet size determines how many methods
a thread can invoke before submitting a packet to the CCT man-
ager. While small packets are usually preferred in order to ensure
frequent CCT update, a small packet size can impair ParCCT per-
formance, because of more frequent access to the shared packet
queue and due to increased creation respectively garbage collec-
tion of packets and partial CCTs. Figure 11 shows the geometric
mean of the ParCCT overhead depending on the packet size. A
packet size of 40 000 achieves a good trade-off between frequent
CCT update and overhead. Hence, we use that packet size in the
following measurements of ParCCT performance.

The rationale underlying the ParCCT has two facets, paralleliza-
tion and reducing contention. Program threads execute concur-
rently with CCT construction, enabling parallelization on multi-
cores. By building thread-local, partial CCTs from packets before
integrating them into the shared CCT, contention is largely reduced.
In order to explore the performance impact of parallelization and
of reduced contention without convoluting these two factors, we
introduce another variant of CCT construction, the PacketCCT. In

ginning of each constructor before it invokes another constructor in
the same class, respectively a superclass constructor.
9http://dacapobench.org/

10http://www.intel.com/support/processors/xeon/
11http://www.inf.unisi.ch/projects/ferrari/
12http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/
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Figure 11: ParCCT overhead (geometric mean for DaCapo)
depending on the packet size

Orig. SS SS-CCT PacketCCT ParCCT

DaCapo [s] [s] ovh [s] ovh [s] ovh [s] ovh

antlr 1.00 1.64 1.64 10.63 10.63 10.55 10.55 4.35 4.35
bloat 4.06 13.00 3.20 64.96 16.00 56.75 13.98 26.25 6.47
chart 3.98 5.90 1.48 27.83 6.99 22.63 5.69 12.77 3.21
eclipse 20.24 28.90 1.43 83.49 4.13 90.04 4.45 49.67 2.45
fop 1.33 1.87 1.41 4.31 3.24 5.38 4.05 2.59 1.95
hsqldb 4.90 5.26 1.07 18.09 3.69 16.08 3.28 9.95 2.03
jython 3.10 5.06 1.63 29.49 9.51 23.92 7.72 11.44 3.69
luindex 4.78 6.33 1.32 29.32 6.13 25.92 5.42 14.42 3.02
lusearch 0.91 0.99 1.09 15.83 17.40 3.21 3.53 3.25 3.57
pmd 4.10 5.76 1.40 32.81 8.00 26.85 6.55 12.39 3.02
xalan 1.10 1.43 1.30 12.09 10.99 13.12 11.93 9.77 8.88

Geo.mean 2.92 4.30 1.47 22.30 7.64 18.23 6.24 10.18 3.49

Table 1: Execution times and overhead factors for shadow
stack (SS), SS-CCT, PacketCCT, and ParCCT

the PacketCCT, each program thread creates packets exactly in the
same way as in the ParCCT. However, when a packet is full, the
program thread directly builds the corresponding partial CCT and
integrates it into the shared CCT. That is, the PacketCCT benefits
from reduced contention, but not from parallelization. While the
speedup of the PacketCCT over the SS-CCT reveals the benefits
of reduced contention, the speedup of the ParCCT over the Pack-
etCCT shows the impact of parallelization.

Table 1 presents the results of our performance evaluation. The
column “Orig.” shows the execution times without any instrumen-
tation. The columns “SS” give the execution times and overhead
factors for maintaining a shadow stack according to the pseudo-
code in Figure 1. On average (using the geometric mean), shadow
stack maintenance causes moderate overhead of factor 1.47. The
“SS” measurements provide lower bounds for the PacketCCT and
for the ParCCT, as both of them make use of shadow stacks.

The columns “SS-CCT” correspond to our primitive, non-
parallel approach to CCT construction (see Figure 2) and present
therefore the baseline for our comparison. On average, the SS-
CCT causes high overhead of factor 7.64. The highest overhead of
factor 17.4 is observed for ‘lusearch’, a multithreaded benchmark.
The performance of the SS-CCT suffers from high contention.

Table 1 shows that on average, the PacketCCT is 22% faster than
the SS-CCT, thanks to reduced contention. The speedup of the
PacketCCT over the SS-CCT is particularly impressive for ‘luse-
arch’; for that benchmark, the PacketCCT is 393% faster than the
SS-CCT. This result confirms the PacketCCT’s effectiveness in re-
ducing contention. For some benchmarks, such as for ‘fop’, the
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Figure 12: Overhead comparison (geometric mean for Da-
Capo) between the SS-CCT and the ParCCT depending on the
number of cores

Method CCT Maximum Application
Calls Nodes Depth Threads

antlr 165,465,913 627,577 164 1
bloat 1,055,927,864 645,316 128 1
chart 404,140,995 92,272 65 1
eclipse 941,528,217 2,166,169 131 11
fop 43,143,714 149,492 76 1
hsqldb 214,764,027 66,391 62 82
jython 945,580,102 1,941,246 223 1
luindex 443,252,127 58,834 52 1
lusearch 502,521,414 33,189 46 33
pmd 462,558,862 800,071 416 1
xalan 636,834,930 211,213 79 9

Table 2: Statistics: number of method calls, number of CCT
nodes, maximum stack depth, number of application threads
contributing to the CCT

SS-CCT is faster than the PacketCCT. In these benchmarks, the ex-
tra overhead incurred by the PacketCCT (creation of packets and of
partial CCTs) outweighs the benefits of reduced contention.

The ParCCT is 79% faster than the PacketCCT and 119% faster
than the SS-CCT on average. Table 1 shows that parallelized CCT
construction reduces overhead for all benchmarks with the excep-
tion of ‘lusearch’, which benefits most from reduced contention.

We conducted another experiment in order to explore the num-
ber of cores needed for achieving considerable speedup with the
ParCCT. To this end, we disabled up to 15 cores on our 16-core
machine. Figure 12 compares the geometric means of the over-
head of the SS-CCT and the ParCCT for the different hardware
configurations. In each configuration, we also measure new refer-
ence values for the original benchmarks running without any in-
strumentation. That is, in total 16∗3∗11∗15 = 7920 (#configura-
tions, original/SS-CCT/ParCCT, #benchmarks, #repetitions) mea-
surements were needed to collect the data for Figure 12. The results
of this experiment are encouraging: With two cores, the ParCCT is
94% faster than the SS-CCT; with three cores, it is 113% faster;
with four or more cores, the previously reported speedup of 119%
is reached. We conclude that a machine with 2–4 cores is sufficient
in order to take advantage of the ParCCT.

Finally, we present in Table 2 some statistics gathered from the
generated CCTs, such as the the total number of method calls, the
total number of CCT nodes (i.e., the number of distinct calling
contexts), the maximum stack depth, and the total number of ap-
plication threads contributing to the CCT. Comparable results are
reported in [8] and in [9]. Differences are due to the use of distinct
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Java class libraries. These statistics correspond to a single run of
each benchmark and gives an idea how large the CCTs can be for
typical Java workloads.

In summary, our evaluation confirms the soundness and practi-
cability of our portable approach to complete and accurate calling
context profiling, taking advantage of parallelization on multicores.

5. RELATED WORK
As creating complete CCTs causes high overhead, much related

work on calling context profiling has focused on efficient tech-
niques to approximate the CCT. For instance, sampling and stack-
walking are used in [23, 4]. In [24], the authors introduce “adap-
tive bursting”. At each sampling point, stack-walking is used to
obtain the complete calling context. Afterwards, exhaustive profil-
ing tracks every method invocation and return for a short period,
called burst. Adaptive bursting skips bursts that begin from a pre-
viously sampled calling context. In order to avoid that CCT edge
weights get skewed by skipping frequent calling contexts, adaptive
bursting probabilistically re-enables some bursts and at the same
time compensates edge weights. In general, sampling techniques
significantly reduce profiling overhead, but result in incomplete
CCTs. The ParCCT, in contrast, ensures complete and accurate
CCTs, while reducing overhead by parallelizing CCT construction
and program execution.

In [9], the authors introduce the Probabilistic Calling Context
(PCC). Each thread maintains a probabilistically unique value rep-
resenting the current calling context. PCC causes only low over-
head, but does not produce any CCT. PCC is intended for use in
production systems to detect unexpected calling contexts that may
indicate faulty program behavior. To this end, during a training
phase of the software, encountered PCC values are stored in a hash
table, which is used for checking PCC values in the production
system. As different calling contexts may compute the same PCC
value, the approach is prone to false negatives. Moreover, PCC ex-
cludes methods in the Java class library from the calling context
and does not accurately handle calling context when native code
calls back into bytecode.

Most prevailing approaches to calling context profiling depend
on a modified JVM or on native code, limiting portability. For ex-
ample, adaptive bursting [24] relies on the JVM Profiler Interface
(JVMPI), the predecessor of the JVMTI [20], which requires pro-
filing agents to be written in native code. PCC [9] is based on
a modified Jikes RVM [1], thus preventing its use on other stan-
dard JVMs. In contrast, we strive for maximum portability and
compatibility with standard JVMs, thanks to the consistent use of
bytecode instrumentation techniques. Nonetheless, while several
other approaches exclude the Java class library from profiling, the
ParCCT guarantees complete method coverage and accurately pre-
serves calling context across native code execution.

While the ParCCT is intended as a profiling and program anal-
ysis tool for developers, sampling-based profiling is often used for
feedback-directed optimizations in dynamic compilers [3], because
in such systems the profiling overhead has to be reduced to a mini-
mum in order to improve the overall performance. The framework
presented in [3] uses code duplication combined with compiler-
inserted, counter-based sampling. A second version of the code
is introduced which contains all computationally expensive instru-
mentation. The original code is minimally instrumented to allow
control to transfer in and out of the duplicated code in a fine-grained
manner, based on instruction counting. FERRARI [6] also uses
code duplication, in order to skip UDI-inserted code (i.e., profiling
code in the case of the ParCCT) during bootstrapping and to pre-

vent infinite recursions when UDI-inserted code invokes methods
in the instrumented Java class library.

Shadow profiling [18] is a technique to separate profiling activ-
ity from the execution of an application. Instead of instrumenting
an application directly, a shadow process is periodically created
and instrumented for profiling, while the original process contin-
ues execution. The Pin [14] binary instrumentation tool is used to
instrument the shadow process. Similar to our approach, this tech-
nique aims at exploiting multicores by separating program execu-
tion from profiling. Shadow profiling however targets parallelism
at the level of processes.

There are some similarities between the ParCCT and parallel
garbage collectors [10, 16]. The traversal of the live object graph of
a program by the parallel garbage collector can be compared with
the traversal of the shared CCT by the CCT manager’s threads. The
processing of packets of method calls and returns can also be com-
pared with two-space copying performed by the garbage collector’s
threads using a queue of pending objects. Parallel copying garbage
collectors rely on atomic CAS instructions to claim an object when
evacuating it. The ParCCT also relies on CAS to integrate partial
CCTs into the shared CCT.

In previous work [7, 17], we addressed platform-independent
calling context profiling. However, the approach described in [7,
17] suffered from the following limitations, which have been solved
by the ParCCT:

1. It generated thread-local CCTs, resulting in excessive mem-
ory consumption in some multithreaded applications.

2. It used a hard-coded, low-level instrumentation that was dif-
ficult to customize and extend.

3. It did not offer any optimization, such as parallelized CCT
construction.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the ParCCT, a novel approach to com-

plete and accurate calling context profiling in virtual machines.
The ParCCT parallelizes CCT constructing and program execution.
Each program thread produces independent packets of method calls
and returns, allowing dedicated packet consuming threads to up-
date the CCT in parallel with program execution. Producing pack-
ets introduces less latency in program threads than directly updat-
ing the CCT. Although the ParCCT incurs some extra sources of
overhead when compared with a primitive, non-parallel solution
where program threads directly update the CCT (e.g., allocation
and garbage collection of packets, logging method calls in packets,
producer/consumer synchronization when passing on full packets),
it yields more than 110% speedup on average when more than two
cores are available, thanks to reduced contention and to paralleliza-
tion. As the number of available cores is likely increasing in future
hardware, executing time-consuming profiling tasks in parallel on
otherwise idle cores is a promising technique for reducing profiling
overhead.

Our portable and extensible implementation targets standard
JVMs, thanks to instrumentation techniques that ensure complete
bytecode coverage and efficiently support custom calling context
representations. We are using a high-level, aspect-based specifica-
tion of the required instrumentations, which helps keep the source
code small and eases customization and extension. Our implemen-
tation combines different bytecode instrumentation tools to enable
aspect weaving with complete method coverage and to offer the as-
pect programmer efficient access to complete and accurate calling
context information.
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